METARISKS -> MEGARISKS
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Agenda
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Unknowns
Motivating examples
Reasons for the Metarisks
Historical approaches to large-scale solutions by true innovators
Conclusions
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Unknowns
• Unknowns
⁻ Knowns

-> Domain of regulations.
⁻ Solutions existed, piecemeal.
⁻ Affect profits - short-term
⁻ Unknowns -> Domain of Metarisks. Metarisks beget Megarisks.
⁻ Unknown problems -> uncodified/unknown/partial solutions
⁻ Problems are multidomain (technology, history, psychology, philosophy, political science)
⁻ Partial solutions are at various levels (from technical skills to ethics)
⁻ Prevention by regulation, abolition? (Yale soc. Charles Perrow – 1984 “Normal Accidents”)
⁻ Affect survival: from company to civilization
⁻ Many warnings come from dystopian works:
⁻ Fiction – 1921 Yevgeny Zamyatin’s “We,” 1931 “Brave New World,” 1949 “1984”
⁻ Science fiction – 1951 “Foundation,” 1966 Dennis Feltham Jones “Colossus,” 1968
“2001: A Space Odyssey”
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Example of Unknown Unknowns – Cold War Maginot Line
Sputnik I
Distant Early Warning Line

October 1957

Operational in August 1957

Returns from birds
1953-1957

Little warning
1952-1954

https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-ofintelligence/csi-publications/csi-studies/studies/vol-61no-3/pdfs/sputnik-the-warning-record.pdf
“The Incomplete Shield: The Distant Early Warning Line
and the Struggle for Effective Continental Air Defense,
1950-1960”
S.E. Twitchell, Thesis, 2011
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Background on Risks
•
•
•
•

Military
Nuclear – naval propulsion
Aerospace – missile/drone control
Finance

Each area has its own type and history of risks.
Can we learn from them?
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Nuclear
•

The scale of how much was unknown regarding nuclear energy is staggering.

Ignition of the atmosphere (and the seas) by a fusion reaction
•

Robert Oppenheimer – Edward Teller – Hans Bethe – Arthur Compton

“He led the effort to build the
atomic bomb as a way of saving
Western civilization.”
Hans Bethe
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Isidor Rabi on Teller: “A danger to all that’s important,” and “The world would be a better place without [him].”
“His antimissile efforts … were his way of trying to protect his adopted country from the horrors he helped
bring into the world.”
NYT obituary Sep-11-2003
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Nuclear (cont.)
Lessons from the Probabilistic Risk Assessment Study (WASH-1400, NUREG 75/014)
•
•
•
•

Introduced probability into risk evaluations (until then, studies were deterministic, judgmental and plantspecific)
Highlighted the role of humans in (worsening) accidents
Showed negligible effect of releases (if containment is present)
The ‘organization’ was caught sleeping on the laurels of technology,
including operators—small and large scale—, and regulators.

Three Mile Island (1979) and the Kemeny Report
•
•

A set of common single failures is more frequent than a single catastrophic failure
[John] Kemeny Commission (1980)
o “The fundamental problems are related to people, not to equipment“
o “Fundamental changes must occur in organizations, procedures, and, above all, in the attitudes of
people. No amount of technical "fixes" will cure this underlying problem.”
o “As long as [technical] improvements are carried out in a "business as usual" atmosphere, the
fundamental changes necessitated by the accident at Three Mile Island cannot be realized.”
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Nuclear-Aerospace
Command and Control … The Illusion of Safety (2013)
Eric Schlosser
“We are better at creating complex technologies than at controlling them.”
•

Jan-23-1961, North Carolina. B-52 carrying 2 Mark 39 H-bombs (4MT).
Refueling. Weight imbalance. Cannot dump fuel. Plane breaks apart.
Lanyard pulled by centrifugal forces. Bombs released. All proper arming
steps were executed. No detonation: cockpit switch in SAFE (not in
GROUND/AIR).
• Jun-3-1980 – NSA Zbigniew Brzezinski – 2:30am – NORAD says 220 missiles
coming. No. Make it 2,200 missiles. No. 0 missiles confirmed by radars. Chip
printing test line: $46c.
• Sep-18-1980 - Damascus, Arkansas. Routine maintenance Titan II. Dropped
wrench. Punctured tank. Fire and conventional explosion.
• Sep-26-1983 – Serpukhov-15 radar station, outside Moscow. Five
Minuteman ICBMs incoming. Five minutes later, Colonel Stanislav Petrov,
takes “gut decision,” no incoming missiles. Space EW failed. [NYT obituary]
However, of the over 70,000 nuclear weapons built in the U.S., none has
exploded by mistake (but some were lost, burnt, and other misdemeanors)
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Aerospace
Challenger – 1986 (O-rings , 32-months, Rogers Commission)

•
•
•

Failures in design, decision-making, communication
Safety/reliability/quality assurance issues
Engineers were not part of the launch decision process

https://www.space.com/31732-space-shuttle-challenger-disaster-explained-infographic.html
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Aerospace (cont.)
Mars Climate Orbiter – 1999
•
•
•
•
•

Problem of units: NASA Newton-seconds vs. Lockheed Martin pound-seconds [1,2]
JPL: “Something went wrong in our system process in checks and balances”
JPL: “The problem here was not the error. It was the failure of us to look at it end-to-end and find it.”
Independent review board: “…sloppy project management, lack of agency oversight, poor communications
and shortsighted engineering”
"Recurring questions in the Board's investigation included 'Who's in charge?‘”

[1] http://www.cnn.com/TECH/space/9909/30/mars.metric.02/
[2] https://spaceflightnow.com/news/0003/14mcoreport/
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Finance – Models and the Bank of England
“I find risk hard to understand.”

In the early 2000s, models of the economy
did not include banks

“We are probably not going to
forecast the next financial crisis, or
forecast the next recession. Our
models are just not that good.”

Damage done to income and output during
the Banking Crisis was equivalent to that
suffered in a global war. (BBC Interview - 2012)

Carney predicted “economic
slowdown” after the Brexit
announcement.”
(Actually, consumer spending
increased)

“Improving models to reflect changes
in the economy can’t prevent ‘the
occasional making of errors, not all of
which are mistakes.’”
“I am never confident of any forecast.”
Member Monetary
Policy Committee
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Chief Economist and
expert on Financial
Stability

Governor
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Finance - 1-10 Time-Percentage Rule
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Designed & coded – 5 – 10 people
Used – 5 – 10 years
Users – 30 - 50 traders and others
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AI – Early 2017
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AI – Non-Human Communications
• Goal-based
•

Striking parallel to mission-oriented HAL-9000

• Other parallels
•
•
•
•

Development of negotiating skills (faking initial interest,
to create the illusion of sacrifice when giving up an item later )
Creation of its own internal language (Google Translate, in 2016) like the proposed use of Aymara as
universal meta-language for translation (this is called, “Interlingua”)
Spontaneous “non-verbal communication strategies, such as pointing, guiding, and pushing.” [1]
Crucial point: Emergent, observed, not designed or programmed behavior.
“… an agent possesses an understanding of language when it can use language (along with other
tools such as non-verbal communication or physical acts) to accomplish goals in its environment” [1]

[1] “Emergence of Grounded Compositional Language in Multi-Agent Populations”
Igor Mordatch, Pieter Abbeel, 2016
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AI – Others
• Quantum Computing
•

“Nobody knows how it actually works”

• XAI – Explainable AI
•

DARPA Project
Code

Written by
humans

Written by the
machine itself

XAI

Will it be willing to explain
itself?
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Hint on Reasons
Autonomous Technology – Technics-out-of-Control (1978)
Langdon Winner
•
•
•
•

Techniques have a life of their own – They cannot be un-invented
Combines: Jacques Ellul, Herbert Marcuse, Lewis Mumford
[Mount Tambora – 1815– 800MT – Book: 1816]
Why are things created but we cannot control them?
• We want to create – Curiosity, ability – Solutions searching for problems
o

E.g., Oppenheimer, Teller, 500MT to 10GT bomb

• We think nothing bad will happen – Hope for the best
o

E.g., CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspread Short Palindromic Repeats) for
genome editing = alter DNA

• We cannot foresee the consequences
o

E.g., Car accidents, Facebook, Borges story of airplane in early China
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Complexity Sciences
165 individuals + MIT Media Lab

Cognitive
Psychology,
History,
Linguistics,
Philosophy,
Political
Science,
Sociology …
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Complexity Sciences*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not chaotic
CS contain elements that are simple
Elements exchange energy or information
Multiple feedback exists
CS interact with the environment
CS have system-wide memory (internal history)
Behavior depends on the interactions, not of the nature of the components
CS show emergent properties (cannot exist, deduced or predicted from its parts, e.g., temperature)
CS are adaptive (“kaleidoscopic”)
Decisions are based on ‘ethics’ (defined very widely) due to the non-exact models of reality. The human is
the ultimate responsible.
(*) Paul Cilliers
• “Emergence: Complexity and Organization”
Emergence, 2000, Vol. 2, No. 1, pp. 23–33
http://www.complexityandsociety.com/files/1813/1692/0268/Snares.pdf#24
• “Complexity and Postmodernism, Understanding Complex Systems”
Routledge, 1998
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Can we Handle Complexity?
George Miller

Benjamin Lee Whorf

1920-2012

1897-1941
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Military Nuclear Reactor Experience
By 1982 …

121 submarines
3 carriers
9 other surface warships
… authorized
… under construction
+ UK Nuclear
Prop. Program

1946-Present

+ Shippingport
Power Station

+ Space reactors
Convair NB-36H
47 flights, 1955/7, TX/NM
1946-1961

1953-1977

SM-1
SL-1
PM-2A
ML-1
PM-1
MH-1A
PM-3A

Training - Fort Belvoir, VA.
Heating, National Reactor Testing Station, ID.
Electric + heating. Camp Century, Greenland
Transportable semi-trailers, flatcars, barges.
Electric + heating. Sundance AF Station, WY.
Electric + H2O supply. On a barge. Panama.
Electric + heating + H2O. McMurdo, Antarctica

http://mediad.publicbroadcasting.net/p/kuac/files/styles/x_large/public/201803/DoDnplants.jpg
“Report to the Congress of the United States – Review of manned aircraft nuclear propulsion program,” AEC/DoD, Feb-1963, p. 141
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Naval Reactors = Admiral Rickover
Naval nuclear reactors (nuclear sub: 30mm parts) – 1950s
•
•
•

Adm. Hyman Rickover (1900-1986) of which 63 years were in active duty
“Father of the Nuclear Navy”
Engineer – not scientist – Cf. with Edward Teller
•
•

•

Head (Navy): Bureau of Ships  Nuclear Power Division
Head (AEC): Reactor Development Division  Naval Reactors Branch

“Avoid committing ships and crews to highly developmental and untried systems and concepts.“

GETTY IMAGES
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Rickover’s Opinions
In late 1957 or early 1958, when asked how the
Nautilus was built ahead of schedule, Rickover said …
“ … understanding the proper roles played by government and
industry was the answer. Government could not rely on
industry to carry out a large scale research and development
project. Doing so led to progress slower than it ought to be,
costs higher than they need be, and a final product not as
good as it should be. To get what it wanted, the government
had to make the technical decisions. The government,
therefore, had to have its own people who had to be strong in
technology as well as administrative ability. The man in charge
mattered more than the organization. He had to be willing to
risk his career and fight bureaucracy and inertia in government
and industry.”
“Admiral Hyman G Rickover USN and the UK Nuclear Submarine Propulsion
Programme,” by Vice Admiral Sir Robert Hill, The Thomas Lowe Gray Memorial
Lecture, Institution of Mechanical Engineers, April 19, 2005
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From: Atomic Energy Commission
Oct-15-1969
Memo to the Chief of Naval Material
Ref.: Requested comment on proposed HF program
“It appears that the HUMAN FACTORS ‘program’ is another of
the fruitless attempts to get things done by systems,
organizations, and big words rather than by people. It contains
the greatest quantity of nonsense I have ever seen assembled
in one publication. It is replete with obtuse jargon and shamscientific expressions which, translated into English from its
characteristic ergot—where this is possible—turns out to be
either meaningless or insignificant. It is about as useful as
teaching your grandmother how to suck an egg.”
“Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systems,” H.G. Rickover, 96th Congress, 1st Session,
Subcommittee of the House Committee on Science and Technology, 1979
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Rickover’s Testimony
Loss of the nuclear submarine Thresher (SSN 593), 220 miles W of Boston, April 10, 1963
Naval Court of Inquiry on April 29, 1963
Possible reasons for the loss were not assigned to nuclear components
1. Leak in silver-braze joint [instead of welded - 14% failed] -> flooding
2. Water in control panel -> shuts pumps -> reactor scrams -> no propulsion
3. Attempt to surface by blowing (humid!) air into ballast tanks -> ice in valves -> cannot blow
tanks -> Collapse

After failures of these joints were experienced in the Barbel and Abraham Lincoln submarines,
on Sep-7-1961, Rickover ordered silver-brazed joints in reactor areas eliminated.
“I believe the loss of the THRESHER should not be viewed solely as the result of failure of a specific
braze, weld, system component, but rather should be considered a consequence of the philosophy
of design, construction and inspection, that has been permitted in our naval shipbuilding
programs. I think it is important that we re-evaluate our present practices where, in the desire to
make advancements, we may have forsaken the fundamentals of good engineering.”
“Rickover and the Nuclear Navy – The Discipline of Technology,” Francis Duncan, 1990
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Two-level Work Philosophy
Day-to-day
•
•
•
•
•
•

All detailed activities that allow to perform specific duties in a proficient manner.
These technical roles are learnt during training.
These roles are routinary, utilitarian and commodified.
They are based on changing standards and requirements, so they have to be updated.
These are apprenticeship skills – the base of the ‘education’ today, based on rules.
They can be forged into commandments.

Far-and-wide
•
•
•
•
•

Develop meaningful traits that help an individual perform wider roles in life, become a useful
citizen in a society, and act as a valuable role player in our civilization.
These qualities define an education.
These roles create a professional (related to the verb, ‘profess’).
They are based on ever-lasting principles and far-reaching purposes (e.g., creativity).
These attitudes define character.

"Thoughts on Man's Purpose in Life...and Other Matters"
Admiral H.G. Rickover
http://www.windsweptsoftware.net/rickoverthoughts.pdf
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Commandments
(Abridged set of) Commandments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Avoid committing company and users to highly developmental and untried systems and concepts.
Ensure adequate redundancy in design.
Do not rely on user action to accommodate expected events. Design inherently stable systems.
Select only procedures proven by experience that provide the best margin for errors.
Require contractors to conduct extensive accelerated life testing of critical systems components prior to
operational use.
6. Prototypes should have the same functionality than the final product.
7. Train users on actual operating procedures, at the prototypes.
8. Train inspectors.
9. Concentrate on designing, building and operating the product so as to prevent accidents, not just cope with
accidents that could occur.
10. Assign responsibility so that no part of the product phases (design, testing, coding, deployment, upgrades,
maintenance, documentation, training) is uncovered. Responsibility is a unique concept: it can only reside and
inhere in a single individual. One may share it with others or delegate it, but one's portion is not diminished.
Unless one can point a finger at the person who is responsible when something goes wrong, then one have
never had anyone really responsible.
“Admiral Hyman G Rickover USN and the UK Nuclear Submarine Propulsion Programme,” by Vice Admiral Sir Robert Hill,
The Thomas Lowe Gray Memorial Lecture, Institution of Mechanical Engineers, April 19, 2005
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Rickover’s Management Style – Some Principles
‘The world is divided into those that work hard and those that waste their energies in complaining.’

Principles
•
•
•

•
•
•

Engineering (builds - deadlines) is not the same as science (foundation – no deadlines)
Delegate to trusted people but check constantly (daily)
Subcontract but mistrust
• Industry: “Careless, complacent, and [profited] at the expense of the Government”
• Contractors: “Not to be believed. Had to be constantly watched and harassed.”
• Create competition to have always two sources for critical materials and processes.
Contact directly decision-makers and those in position of responsibility. No intermediation.
Formalize and document after the decisions have been made.
Do not allow hiding behind anonymity. Technical recommendations must include the name of who
proposed them.

“Admiral Hyman G Rickover USN and the UK Nuclear Submarine Propulsion Programme,” by Vice Admiral Sir Robert Hill,
The Thomas Lowe Gray Memorial Lecture, Institution of Mechanical Engineers, April 19, 2005
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Conclusions
•
•
•
•
•

Complex systems are basically unpredictable and the source of Metarisks.
Given the reach of technology, those risks can affect society in unforeseeable ways.
Given our limitations as humans, we can only manage a few variables at a time.
The above requires that we simplify systems to make them manageable.
(Potentially, try to abolish them, but remember “… Technics-out-of-control”.)

At the same time, we have to
• Understand better the techniques and processes involved.
• Develop design, maintenance, and testing procedures to ensure safe operations.
• In a few words …

Simplify, Understand, Mistrust, Verify
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References on Admiral Rickover
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Thank You
Continue the conversation on #GRCSummit

